
14 Reasons to Adopt

Ecosystem for Design 

Assessment and Verification



Introduction



Problem: Late Discovery of Design 

Oversights Carries High Cost



Goal: Early Identification of Oversights

Problem: High Cost Solution:

Expeditious,

high quality

Design decision support
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We empower high-level e-design through a generic design framework 

and  furnish with multiple supporting tools



Sample Users



14 Reasons

[Or just One:

Improved Productivity]



The Ecosystem for Design Assessment and Verification can guide designers through the design 

process, in a structured fashion, support the learning of proper design techniques, and help 

eliminate design oversights (productivity interruptions).

1. Real-Time Design Decision Support



2. Knowledge Transfer

Automatic 

exporting

No need for 

double entry

Journal of 

complete 

design history

Well 

formatted 

reports



The Ecosystem provides multiple features aimed at facilitating 

communications within design teams or with external stakeholders.

3. Team Communication

Automatic 

synchronization

Also OneDrive, 

Amazon Drive 

or Dropbox

Windows or Mac



4. Assessment of ABET Learning Outcomes



5. Automatic Requirement Verification

TheEcosystem helps facilitate systematic verification of the engineering requirements

• Generic approach

• Starting point: 

Mechanical design



• Rapid search of 

design repositories

• Real-time 

visualization

6. Part & Project Management

• SolidWorks
• PTC Creo
• CATIA
• NX Unigraphics



Importing Bill of Material from SolidWorks



Viewing Part or Assembly Drawings



Importing Schedule from MS Project



* The Ecosystem associates all customer requirements with a customer and an interview record.

* Ecosystem ensures numeric representation of design variables & association w/ customer req.

7. Defining Solid Customer Requirements



8. Deriving Good Engineering Requirements

The Ecosystem allows users to define good engineering requirements, present in the form of an 

optimization problem, and track back to the customer requirements.



9.Systematic Analysis of Concept Solutions

As a part of the systematic analysis, the Ecosystem provides means for systematically 

capturing the rationale for design decisions (no “dumbing down” of design process, 

despite automation)



10.Automation of Administrative Functions

Once quantities have been defined, they can be automatically referenced, and tracked, 

throughout the design process. Ecosystem provides multiple means of auto-population.



11. Multiple Usability Features
Including Access to Large Set of Complex Characters and Spell Checking



12. Flexibility

Users can deselect the tabs not essential to their project (trim down at will)



13. Multi-Language Support

Users can easily switch to foreign keyboards.

The Ecosystem supports the codecs involved and creates 

composite symbols, by combining key strokes, as/if necessary



14. Multiple Examples

Examples address mechanical or aerospace engineering, electrical or 

computer engineering, civil or environmental engineering, pre-populated 

check-lists, as well as biomedical engineering

Editable check 

list used by 

BAJA SAE tech 

inspectors



Summary



• Quantification of benefits offered to students

• Quantification of benefits offered to instructors

• Measurement of effectiveness of training material

• How to better tailor Ecosystem to students’ needs?

• How to improve the instructor facilities?

Imagars is Looking for Feedback

To Learn More

http://www.imagars.com/download-ecosystem/



Imagars Wants to Provide Good Support

To request WebEx training, or request an extended 

trial period, contact

marketing@imagars.com


